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Figure 1: Stage 1 models the combined effect of both chromatic adaptation and non-linear response compression, while stage 2 offers a
physiologically plausible model of perceptually unique hues. The output of the second stage is used to compute appearance correlates, which
describe how a patch of colour is perceived when observed in a speciﬁc environment.

Abstract
Color appearance models predict how a patch of color is perceived
under speciﬁc illumination. Here we derive a new model based on
neuroscientiﬁc insights, leading to a simpler explanation of color
appearance while at the same time predicting existing psychophysical data with similar accuracy for chroma, and higher accuracy for
lightness and hue.
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Introduction

The tradition in color appearance modeling is to develop improved
models in a semi-incremental fashion. This has led to a family of
color appearance models [Fairchild 2005], of which CIECAM02
is the most recent and currently CIE-endorsed model [CIE 2004].
Color appearance models are typically tuned to psychophysical data
obtained with corresponding color or magnitude-estimation experiments [Luo and Hunt 1998], such as the LUTCHI dataset [Luo et al.
1991].
Generally, color appearance models (CAMs) consist of three steps.
In the ﬁrst, chromatic adaptation is modeled with a von-Kries-style
transform (i.e. each color channel is treated independently [von
Kries 1902]), carried out in a sharpened color space [Moroney et al.
2003]. The second step involves of non-linear response compression. Performed in a cone response space, this step models photoreceptor behaviour. The third step computes color opponent values
and uses this to derive measures of lightness, hue, and chroma (as
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well as others), which describe the human visual response to a colored patch in the context of an environment illuminated by a given
light source.
There is at least one theoretical problem with this model. The function computed by the non-linear response compression is very close
to the response compression known to occur in the photoreceptors
[van Hateren 2005; van Hateren 2006]. Thus, it constitutes the
ﬁrst part in the chain of processing in human vision. However, in
CIECAM02, it is the second step in the model. We argue that this
makes the model implausible.
Further, chromatic adaptation and response compression are executed in different color spaces, presumably to ﬁt psychophysical
data. This makes that CIECAM02 cannot be viewed as a von Kries
model: the three channels are not treated independently. As the human cones are assumed to operate independently of one another, it
is undesirable to introduce channel interdependencies at this stage
of the model.
We argue that both problems can be solved by combining the chromatic adaptation and response compression, leading to a single set
of equations that can be thought of as modeling the cone response.
After the response compression step, CIECAM02 continues with
the computation of hue angle, followed by further color correlates
such as hue, lightness and chroma. The hue is an adjustment of the
hue angle to match psychophysical data. We also note that hue itself
is used in the computation of chroma. Neither of these features
are likely to model human vision, which we argue on the basis of
communication bottlenecks.
In the path between the retina and the brain, only one transmission bottleneck exists, which is the optic nerve. The color opponent space used by the ganglion cells (whose axons form the optic
nerve) is to some extent decorrelated [Ruderman and Bialek 1994;
Ruderman et al. 1998] thereby maximizing the information transfer within the available bandwidth. However, downstream in the
brain no such bottlenecks are encountered. Instead, the information
stream proliferates and merges with feedback paths from elsewhere
in the brain.

The computation of hue, on the other hand, is an aggregation of
color opponent information into a single number. It carries less
information than the color opponent values from which it was derived. It is therefore unlikely that even if hue is encoded explicitly
in the brain, that it is subsequently used to compute chroma. We
would therefore favor a model in which hue is computed as a ﬁnal
color appearance correlate, rather than an intermediary step used
to compute others. This is modeled explicitly in our approach, as
discussed next.
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for the S channel is given by VS = Sn /(Sn + f (SW )n ). The M and
L channels are computed similarly. The semi-saturation constant
is computed with a simple function f , given by f (Sw ) = (DSW +
(1−D))n , and takes into account both the illuminant SW MW LW and
the degree of adaptation D. The latter is important to distinguish
between reﬂective and self-luminous surfaces, which cause the human visual system to adapt differently. The resulting formulation
provides a channel-independent model for the steady-state behavior
of photoreceptors, while at the same time accounting for chromatic
adaptation.

Motivation and Overview
2.2

There are two components to our new algorithm that are motivated
and described in this section. Section 3 then presents the detailed
equations, allowing the model to be implemented and reproduced.
The two innovations presented in this paper are a new transform
which combines chromatic adaptation with the non-linear response
compression. We show that this formulation is simpler, and therefore theoretically more plausible, while at the same time providing
the same accuracy that CIECAM02 delivers using separate color
spaces. The second improvement is achieved by better modeling
the opponent spaces which ultimately lead to the computation of
the perceptually unique hues. The resulting model has a higher accuracy, has a solid foundation in results obtained from neurophysiology, while still being computationally efﬁcient. Moreover, the
model is invertible, so that it can be used in imaging applications.

2.1

Combined Chromatic Adaptation and Non-Linear
Compression

Although chromatic adaptation and response compression treat
each of the three color channels independently, the use of separate
color spaces means that the full model is no longer compatible with
the von Kries hypothesis (independent adaptation of each photoreceptor) [von Kries 1902]. More importantly, even if photoreceptors would receive lateral feedback from half cells, this would not
lead to the internal computation of a sharpened color space. We
therefore argue that by placing the chromatic adaptation before the
non-linear response compression, CAMs deviate from physiological evidence by suggesting that cones adapt in a sharpened color
space before applying the response compression.
Instead, we show that chromatic adaptation can be modeled using the adaptation mechanism afforded by the non-linear response
compression alone, leading to the control ﬂow outlined in Figure
1. With this approach, the model once more adheres to the von
Kries hypothesis [von Kries 1902], which thereby after more than
100 years continues to be the simplest model that explains all relevant appearance phenomena. Furthermore, it obviates the need for
a separate chromatic adaptation step.
Photoreceptor responses are well modeled by sigmoidal compression functions, such as the Naka-Rushton equation [Naka and Rushton 1966] which is given by V = Ln /(Ln + σ n ), where n is a positive
constant, usually smaller than 1, which determines the steepness of
the function. The response V is related to the incident luminance
L by means of the semi-saturation constant σ , which can be varied to model adaptive processes [Dowling 1987]. In color appearance models this equation is normally executed in the SML cone
response space on each of the color channels independently, albeit
with a shared semi-saturation constant. This suggests that all cone
types are adapted to the environment identically; hence the need for
a separate chromatic adaptation transform.
The crucial innovation presented here is that we make the semisaturation constant dependent on the illuminant, in a manner consistent with existing psychophysical appearance data. The new model

Appearance Correlates

A second innovation presented here relates to the choice of color
opponent processing, which is a required intermediate step for the
prediction of hue. In the human visual system, the photo-receptor
output is eventually encoded into a decorrelated color opponent
space which the retinal ganglion cells transmit to the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN) [Guth et al. 1969]. The chromatic axes in
this opponent space are often labeled ’red - green’ and ’yellow blue’. However, the actual orientations of these axes are closer to
’pinkish-red - cyan’ and ’greenish-yellow - violet’ [Derrington et al.
1984]. They therefore do not coincide with the perceptually unique
hues red, green, yellow, and blue which are required for appearance modeling. It can be argued that these perceptual colors are
generated from the ganglion opponent space later on in the visual
pathway [De Valois and De Valois 1993].
In CAMs this is modeled by a hue correction step motivated by the
need to ﬁt psychophysical data. As this approach does not offer a
good explanation of hue perception, we propose to incorporate a
neurophysiological model of color perception instead (see Figure
1). In particular, De Valois and colleagues have argued in favor of
a three-stage color model, which explicitly models the difference
between standard color opponency and the color space spanned by
the perceptually unique hues [De Valois and De Valois 1996]. As
this approach assumes adaptation to an equal-energy illuminant, we
modify this model to take as input the signal produced by our combined chromatic adaptation and non-linear response compression
stage.
In their model, they recombine an SML signal by a linear combination to form a decorrelated opponent system, also taking into account the relative number of cones for each type (S:M:L = 1:5:10).
The geniculate opponent system is then linearly recombined to form
a 2-dimensional space (a, b) with the axes approximately corresponding to the four unique hues.
As shown by De Valois et al. [2000], this opponent space is not
yet linear, although an approximate hue can be computed with h =
tan−1 (b/a). To produce a more accurate hue descriptor, they found
that the axes require a further small reorientation, as well as sharpening. This can be achieved by passing the hue value h through an
exponentiated sinusoid, creating four new axes ai = ki cosmi (si −h),
with i ∈ [1, 4]. The amount of sharpening is given by the positive
exponent mi , whereas the values si specify the new orientations, and
ki give the relative amplitudes. In this space, hue is then computed
using h = tan−1 ((a4 −a2 )/(a3 −a1 )). This procedure sharpens the
signal, and creates hues that correspond well with psychophysical
measurements, as shown below.
We ﬁt the hue descriptor to the LUTCHI dataset [Luo 1997], which
consists of 8 groups and 48 usable phases representing various
viewing conditions. Each group contains colorimetric data that can
be used as input to our model, as well as appearance correlates
for lightness, hue, and chroma to compare our output against. The
data was ﬁt by means of unconstrained non-linear optimization (the
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Table 1: Viewing condition parameters for different surrounds
Surround
F
c
Nc
Average
1.0 0.69
1.0
Dim
0.9 0.59
0.95
Dark
0.8 0.525 0.8



 

n=

Figure 2 shows the hue basis functions experimentally derived by
De Valois [1997] and the ones obtained by our optimization. It
is interesting to note that although we optimized our hue basis
functions against a different psychophysical dataset, we ﬁnd that
they still match reasonably well to De Valois’ experimentally determined functions [De Valois et al. 1997]. Thus, we conclude that the
color model proposed by De Valois is supported by the LUTCHI
dataset.
The importance of this ﬁnding is that although their three-stage
model was developed for color out of context, the model is also
applicable to colors perceived in a speciﬁc context. Thus, we show
for the ﬁrst time that De Valois’ model is suitable for color appearance modeling.
This leaves us with the computation of lightness and chroma to arrive at a more complete description of color perception. The geniculate opponent system as well as the compressed response signal can
also be used to compute these appearance correlates. In particular,
we have found that contrary to current practise, chroma does not require the computation of a hue descriptor. By computing these correlates directly from low level signals, we are able to optimize these
correlates against the same psychophysical dataset. This yields results that are similar for chroma, while for most test conditions we
achieve more accurate results for lightness and hue than the current
state-of-the-art.
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Forward Algorithm

Here we present the equations to our neurophysiological model.
The input values are the XY Z values of the stimulus, the adapting
white XW YW ZW , the luminance of the adapting ﬁeld LA in cd/m2 ,
the relative luminance factor of the background Yb , and the surround
(usually either average, dim or dark).

Preliminary Computations

To ensure our model is compatible with common conventions in
color appearance modeling, we rely on several preliminary computations that are retained from the CIECAM02 model.
Dependent on which surround condition is selected (average, dim,
or dark), the corresponding values for F, c, and Nc can be determined using Table 1. We can then compute FL :
k = 1/(5LA + 1)
FL = 0.2k4 (5LA ) + 0.1(1 − k4 )2 (5LA )1/3
Then, the following intermediate parameters are computed:

(1)
(2)

(4)
(5)

The value n is a function of the luminance factor of the background
which can then be used to calculate Nbb , Ncb and z which will be
used later in the computation of the appearance correlates.
Furthermore, the luminance of the adopted whitepoint can inﬂuence
the degree D to which an observer adapts to that white point. The
degree of adaptation D is a function of both the surround and LA
and could in theory range from 0 for no adaptation to the adopted
white point up to 1 for full adaptation. In practise, D will not be
below 0.65 for a dark surround and will exponentially converge to
1 for average surrounds. The degree of adaptation is given by:




−La − 42
F
exp
(6)
D=F−
3.6
92

3.2

Chromatic Adaptation and Non-Linear Response
Compression

The ﬁrst part of our model consists of the non-linear response compression, which incorporates chromatic adaptation by means of an
appropriate manipulation of the semi-saturation constant. Given
that this stage models photoreceptor behavior, we ﬁrst transform
the tristimulus values for the stimulus (X,Y, Z) as well as the whitepoint (Xw ,Yw , Zw ) to SML cones space, using the Hunt-PointerEstevez transform:
⎡ ⎤ ⎡
⎤⎡ ⎤
L
0.3897
0.6890 −0.0787 X
⎣M ⎦ = ⎣−0.2298
1.1834
0.0464⎦ ⎣Y ⎦
(7)
S
0.0000
0.0000
1.0000 Z
The semi-saturation constant σ is then computed with:

σL = 27.131/0.42 (D(LW /100) + (1 − D))

(8a)

σM = 27.13

(D(MW /100) + (1 − D))

(8b)

σS = 27.13

(D(SW /100) + (1 − D))

(8c)

1/0.42
1/0.42

3.1

(3)

 0.2
1
Nbb = Ncb = 0.725
n
√
z = 1.48 + n

Figure 2: The basis functions experimentally derived by De Valois
and the ones obtained by optimizing these to the LUTCHI dataset.

Nelder-Mead simplex method), allowing us to determine amplitude
ki , offset si , and exponent mi for the sinusoidal sharpening.

Yb
YW

where (LW , MW , SW )T is the tristimulus value of the white point and
D is the degree of adaptation. The non-linear response compression
is then given by:
L = 400
M  = 400
S = 400

(FL L/100)0.42

+ 0.1

(FL L/100)0.42 + σL0.42
(FL M/100)0.42
0.42
(FL M/100)0.42 + σM

(FL S/100)0.42
(FL S/100)0.42 + σS0.42

+ 0.1

+ 0.1

(9a)
(9b)
(9c)

These calculations are carried out for both the stimulus and the
 , M  , S )T respecwhite point, resulting in (L , M  , S )T and (LW
W W
tively. These values are intermediary, and form the input to the
second step of our model.

3.3

Following models from neurophysiology, we can now model the
conversion from the ganglion-derived decorrelated color space to
perceptually unique hues using a non-linear transform. Once more
through optimizing the coefﬁcients, we obtained the following
transform:

Computation of Appearance Correlates

On the basis of the non-linearly compressed values computed in
the preceding section, as well as the preliminary values computed
in Section 3.1, we can now compute the appearance correlates hue,
chroma, and lightness.
The weights in the following equations are optimized against the
LUTCHI dataset which resulted in separate calculations for lightness, chroma and hue. We excluded the neutral values, as these
are not valid to derive color appearance models. To be consistent
in modeling cone photoreceptor behavior for related colors we furthermore excluded the LUTCHI sets R-VL 7 to 12 as they are representing brightness and colorfulness values instead of lightness and
chroma. Also, the BIT subset was excluded (BIT 1 to 5) as it was
compiled to investigate color appearance under mesopic conditions
(stimuli under low luminance levels where both rods and cones are
excited).

r p = max 0, 0.6581 cos0.5390 (9.1 − h)

(18)

g p = max 0, 0.9482 cos2.9435 (167.0 − h)

(19)

y p = max 0, 0.9041 cos2.5251 (90.9 − h)

(20)

b p = max 0, 0.7832 cos0.2886 (268.4 − h)

(21)

The values r p , g p , y p , and b p are plotted against h in Figure 2
where they are also compared against the basis functions proposed
by De Valois et al. [1997]. The differences are due to the optimization against LUTCHI. Note that we seeded the optimization
process with the De Valois bases. The resulting values can now be
mapped into a perceptual color opponent space, forming red-green
and yellow-blue opponent pairs:
a = r p − g p

followed by the usual hue computation:
  
b
h = tan−1
a

The weights applied to L , M  , and S stem from our optimization.
Lightness J is then computed with the following equation:
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J = 106.5 (A/AW )cz

(12)

The computation of chroma relies on a normalization constant d as
well as a color opponent space which is represented by ac and bc :
⎡ ⎤ ⎡
⎤⎡ ⎤
L
ac
−4.5132
3.9899
0.5233
⎣bc ⎦ = ⎣−4.1562
⎦
⎣
5.2238 −1.0677 M  ⎦
(13)
d
7.3984 −2.3007 −0.4156
S
These values are then inserted into intermediary value t together
with the induction factors Nc and Ncb :
t=

a2c + b2c

Nc Ncb
d

(14)

Note in particular, that the hue angle is no longer used in the computation of chroma:
C = (103 t)0.9

J
(1.64 − 0.29n )0.73
100

(15)

For the computation of hue, ﬁrst a color opponent space with a and
b axes is computed. Note that this is a different opponent space than
the one used for chroma:
⎡ ⎤
  
 L
ah
−15.4141
17.1339 −1.7198 ⎣  ⎦
M
=
(16)
−1.6010
−0.7467
2.3476
bh
S
followed by the computation of an intermediate hue:
 
−1 bh
h = tan
ah

b = yp − bp

(23)

(24)

Inverse Model

In imaging applications, color appearance models can be used to
take an image intended for a speciﬁc viewing environment, and
prepare it for a different viewing environment. To achieve this, the
model is run in forward mode using the parameters associated with
the initial viewing environment. The resulting appearance correlates are then used as input to the inverse model, with substitution
of parameters describing the second viewing environment. In the
following, we use the subscript d to indicate the second (destination or display) environment.
To compute the inverse model, we begin by repeating all the calculations outlined in Section 3.1, but using the inputs associated
 , M  , S )
with the second environment. We also compute (LW,d
W,d W,d
from (XW,d ,YW,d , ZW,d ) and from those values AW,d . Lastly, we
compute the semi-saturation constants in forward mode, yielding
(σL,d , σM,d , σS,d ).
The model inversion then begins with values for J, C and the
(ac , bc ) opponent pair. Note that the computation of hue from
(L , M  , S ) does not involve any other variables, which means that
we do not need to invert this part of the model. We therefore proceed by computing intermediary parameter td as follows:

td = 10−3

C
J/100 (1.64 − 0.29nd )0.73

1/0.9
(25)

Using t from the forward transform, we now scale both ac and bc
by their ratio:
td
t
td

bc = bc
t
ac = ac

(17)

(22)



To compute the appearance correlate for lightness, we ﬁrst need to
compute the achromatic response both for the patch and the illuminant:

A = Nbb 4.19 L + M  + 1.17 S
(10)




AW = Nbb 4.19 LW + MW + 1.17 SW
(11)

(26a)
(26b)

 









new model performs as well as CIECAM02 in predicting the corresponding color datasets, while offering a simpler physiological
explanation of chromatic adaptation.























Figure 3: The VS , VM , and VL outputs of our model (Stage 1) plotted
against the results of the corresponding color datasets.

We then compute a new value for the achromatic signal Ad :

Ad = AW,d

J
106.5

1/cd zd
(27)

We now have Ad , ac , and bc , of which we can compute Ld , Md , and
Sd :
⎤ ⎡
Ld
−4.5132

⎣M ⎦ = ⎣−4.1562
d
4.19
Sd
⎡

3.9899
5.2238
1.00

⎤−1 ⎡
⎤
ac
0.5233

−1.0677⎦ ⎣ bc ⎦ , (28)
1.17
Ad /Nbb,d

where we have taken coefﬁcients from Equations 10 and 13. The
ﬁnal step is to compute the inverse of the sigmoidal response compression step:
100
Ld =
FL,d




σLd (Ld − 0.1)
400 − (Ld − 0.1)

1/0.42


σMd (Md − 0.1) 1/0.42
400 − (Md − 0.1)


σSd (Sd − 0.1) 1/0.42
100
Sd =
FL,d 400 − (Sd − 0.1)

Md =

100
FL,d

(29a)
(29b)
(29c)

The values (Ld , Md , Sd ) can then be converted to XY Z, and from
there to a device-dependent color space for ﬁnal display.
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Results

The model presented in this paper consists of two innovations,
which are evaluated separately. The chromatic adaptation and nonlinear response compression are compared against existing corresponding color datasets, whereas the ﬁnal output of our algorithm
is compared against CIECAM02. Both the intermediary stage and
the ﬁnal output are compared against the LUTCHI dataset.
To assess the predictive power of the combined chromatic adaptation and non-linear response compression, we have compared
it against corresponding color datasets which form the basis for
other chromatic adaptation transforms [Li et al. 2002]. Speciﬁcally
we have compared against the CSAJ [Mori et al. 1991], Kuo and
Luo [1995], Lam and Rigg [1985], Helson et al. [1952], Breneman [1987], and the Braun and Fairchild [1996] datasets We also
compare this intermediate step against CIECAM02 [Moroney et al.
2003].
Figure 3 shows the VS , VM , and VL outputs of our model plotted
against the results of the corresponding color datasets. The RMS
error based on 586 stimuli out of 7 different corresponding datasets
is 28.31 for our model, 28.40 for CIECAM02 and 28.57 for the
task carried out by human observers. The results show that our

To determine the validity of the full color appearance model we
evaluate its predictive power by comparing the output of both
CIECAM02 and our model against the LUTCHI dataset. To avoid
over-ﬁtting, we have repeatedly and randomly split the data into
training and test sets. The training set is then used for optimization,
whereas the test set is used for evaluation. This ensures that the
results will generalize, and are not dependent on particularities that
might be inadvertently encoded in each of the groups.
The resulting mean RMS error of our model with respect to the
LUTCHI psychophysical data (standard deviations in brackets)
over 34 optimization runs is 7.97 (0.40) for lightness, 8.68 (0.65)
for chroma, and 12.40 (0.27) for hue. The corresponding values
computed for CIECAM02 performance are 9.22, 9.04 and 21.70 respectively. These results show that the accuracy of lightness, and in
particular hue, has improved. Moreover, Figure 4 demonstrates that
the reduced RMS error is achieved by improving across all groups
and phases, meaning that our algorithm predicts appearance data
better over a wide variety of viewing conditions.
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Conclusions

In summary, we have shown that a model of color appearance can
be constructed by combining chromatic adaptation with non-linear
response compression. This results in a straightforward steadystate von Kries-type model [von Kries 1902] which is consistent
with current knowledge of photoreceptor behavior, and exhibits sufﬁcient expressiveness to provide the basis of a color appearance
model which performs at least as well as CIECAM02.
A second observation explored here is that the orientation of color
opponent axes is close to, but different from the orientation of the
perceptually unique hues of red, green, yellow, and blue. Rather
than applying an ad-hoc correction, we have shown that De Valois’
three-stage color model [1996] is compatible with color appearance
data. A straightforward optimization of its parameters allows the
computation of hues that are closely matched to psychophysical
color appearance data. This constitutes a departure from the norm
in color appearance modeling which tends to rely on hue predictors
based on ganglion-type opponency. Overall, our color appearance
model integrates insights from color- and neuroscience, while at the
same time leading to improved color appearance predictions.
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